Small object photographs in an instant

4x5 prints and negatives in an instant

Photomicrographs in an instant

Macrophotographs in an instant

Slides in an instant

Wall chart copies in an instant

Copies in an instant

X-ray copies in an instant

Conventional 4x5 photographs in black and white or color

The new Polaroid MP-3 Industrial View Camera
With eye-level ground-glass viewing and focusing.
Send for 6 page brochure, Polaroid Corporation, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
NEW
LEITZ MICRO-PROJECTOR MODEL XI C

4 different magnifications at the twist of 1 knob

Finest detail brilliantly illuminated from macro—high power...even in extra-large lecture halls! The Leitz Model XI C continues as the world's unrivaled leader in micro-projection after nearly a half-century of continuous refinement of successive models. Yet, despite its unmatched precision and virtually unlimited versatility, its operation is almost as simple as that of a home slide-projector. Some of its most outstanding advanced features are:

- Instant click-stop change of systematically graded magnification without changing exact focus or field of view.
- Permanent alignment of microscope and light source.
- Specially engineered cooling protects delicate specimens.
- Built-in mechanical stage permits traverse of specimen area.
- Four plano-flatfield or regular objectives for optimum performance.
- Specially mounted low-power survey objective and reflecting prism for surveying large sections.
- Coaxial coarse and fine focusing.
- Individual condensers to match the chosen objectives.

E. LEITZ, INC., 468 PARK AVENUE SOUTH, NEW YORK 16, N. Y.
Distributors of the world-famous products of Ernst Leitz G.m.b.H. Wetzlar, Germany—Ernst Leitz Canada Ltd.
LEICA AND LEICINA CAMERAS - LENSES - PROJECTORS - MICROSCOPES